
Shearing Day 
Prepared by Vermont Sheep and Goat Association 

Timing 

• Although the traditional time is in the spring and summer, a variety of factors may determine 
when you shear. Breed, lambing, your focus (meat, wool or show circuit), weather, 
management and your facilities should be considered. 

• Some long wool breeds need to be shorn twice a year. 
• There are advantages to shearing before and after lambing. When fleece is the focus, it is 

customary to shear before lambing to reduce wool break. Four to six weeks in advance of 
lambing allows the ewes greater comfort. 

• Those on the show circuit should shear several months prior to the first competition. 
• Unless you have good housing for your flock, shearing during extreme cold and damp weather 

should be avoided whenever possible. When shearing outside the weather will, of course, be 
critical. 

• Seek advice from your shearer and producers who have similar goals and facilities.  

The Shearer 

• Finding a shearer is sometimes a problem. Our VSGA directory has a listing of professional 
shearers who work in Vermont.  

• You will often get an answering machine when you call. Leave a message and expect a call 
back. If you don't, try another shearer.  

• Talk with fellow producers for recommendations, especially those with similar breeds.  
• Consider coordinating your date with other local farmers. 
• Once you have a shearer in mind, the next step is to book a date. When you call a shearer, 

have in mind a date or range of dates when you would like to shear. Also tell him or her at the 
type of sheep you have and whether you would like any other services.  

• Many shearers will trim feet, deworm or give shots for an extra fee. It is imperative that your 
shearer knows ahead of time if you need any of these extras so the time can be figured into 
the schedule. Discuss with them now what supplies (wormer, syringes etc.) will be needed and 
who will supply them as well as any other special need they may have. 

• Shearers often schedule many stops in a day.  There are times when unanticipated delays 
prevent them from finishing the route.  Your shearer should contact you if they can’t make it. If 
you have planned a big day and arranged for help, work it out with your shearer ahead of time 
so they can schedule accordingly. 

Advanced Preparations 

To make sure the day runs smoothly and efficiently there are many tasks that should be done in 
advance of shearing day. 

 



Helpers 

• When possible chose helpers that are familiar with handling sheep and/or wool. 
• Determine how many extra hands you need and schedule well in advance. As a rule of 

thumb have one person to work with the shearer plus others, depending on your focus, for jobs 
such as moving sheep to and from the shearing board, moving fleece away from the board, 
skirting and packing wool. 

• Local fiber artists, family, friends, neighbors and sheep and wool organizations are a good 
source of help. Consider the offer to work in trade for a good meal and/or fleece. 

The Shearing Area  

• The ideal situation is for the shearer to never have to leave the shearing board.  
• It is best to shear indoors. You can shear outdoors but don't expect your shearer to work in the 

direct sun. It is dangerous both for the shearer and the sheep. 
• Your shearer may have special working requirements such as a way to hang their overhead 

shearing system so be sure to check in advance.  
• Establish a main work area, at least 6’X6’ for each shearer.  
• It should be a flat, dry surface with plenty of light and access to well grounded electrical 

outlets. An uneven area will put the shearer at a disadvantage especially with large or 
uncooperative sheep.  

• You will need to provide a shearing board. A 4x8 plywood board will do the trick.  
• Consider the course of entrance and exit for the sheep. When possible they should be penned 

close to the shearing floor. The exit should visible to the sheep. 
• If you are unprepared or the arrangement is dirty and unsafe, don't be surprised if your 

shearer doesn't come back next year.  

Skirting Station 

• Create a separate area(s) for skirting, sorting, grading, and bagging fleeces. 

Refreshment/Break Station 

• Chose a spot nearby but away from the action. 

Tools / Supplies 

• Heavy-duty extension cord. 
• First Aid Kit - Accidents happen. Keep first aid supplies on hand for both workers and 

animals. Suggestions: 
o An aerosol first aid spray, aluminum spray or access to warm soap and water. 
o Assorted butterfly tape and band-aids 
o Alcohol wipes 
o Betadine 



o Tape and gauze 
o Forceps and sutures  

• Broom(s) – One for the shearing area and one for around the skirting table.  
• Dustpan. 
• Trashcans and/or bags for collection of tags and skirtings. 
• Bags or sheets for packing the fleece. Some shearers can supply a wool stand and wool bags 

to pack wool.  Remember to ask in advance. 
• Labeling supplies i.e. (tape, markers, tags, pins, etc.) 

Consider doing flock treatments  
 

• You'll have the flock in anyway so this can be an opportune moment to do annual treatments 
such as rabies, CDT and hoof trimming.  

• Unless being done by the shearer, these need to be done off the shearing board and without 
slowing down the shearing process. 

Bring the flock in at least a day before shearing 
 

• Wet wool should never be shorn.   
• Your sheep need to be dry both for the shearers' well being and for the quality of the wool.  
• They are working with electrical equipment, which is dangerous in a wet situation,  
• The combination of lanolin and water makes for very slippery footing.   
• Wool will mold when packed wet.  
• While you have undoubtedly tried to schedule your shearing for a dry day, sometimes the 

weather doesn't cooperate. If the weather is damp prior to shearing, keep your sheep 
under cover. 

Refrain from feeding and watering the flock the night before 

• Refrain from feeding and watering your sheep for at least 12 hours prior to shearing. 
Although you may feel guilty, they will be much more comfortable during shearing. If your 
sheep have a full rumen and especially a rumen full of spring grass, they will be very 
uncomfortable when they are turned on their rumps to shear. Their stomachs will press on the 
their lungs and heart making it difficult to breath and they will be unable to expel gas formed in 
the rumen. When they are uncomfortable they will struggle, making the shearing experience 
longer and more difficult.  

• Feed them afterwards when they have had a chance to settle down. 
• This will also minimize the mess on the floor of your holding pen. 

 
Set Up the Pens and Race 

• If your system is a portable one, set up the pens and race near the working area ahead of 



time. If it is a permanent setup, make sure any repairs are done and the system is operational.  
• If you plan to do flock treatment or coat after shearing plan an appropriate station along the 

route. 

Sort Your Animals Prior to Shearing 

• Sheep should be sheared according to wool type, breed, color, age and sex. In every category 
the finest, whitest wool should be sheared first; black faced white next and colored wool 
last.  This is to avoid black fiber contamination in white wool. This is important no matter where 
your wool is going.  

• Lambs in every category should be sheared separately from the ewes as their wool is different.  
• Rams and wethers are often sheared separately using the same criteria. It is important to alert 

the shearer that an animal is a wether to avoid an “accident”.  

The Skirting/Sorting Area 

• If you plan to skirt your fleeces on shearing day, have a space near the shearing floor but away 
from the action. A skirting table, although not necessary, is a valuable tool. 

• Problems may arise if there are too many or too few people at the skirting table. Schedule help 
wisely. 
 

The Grading/Packing Area 

Create a separate station grading and packing fleeces. Make sure there are plenty of trash bags, bed 
sheets and/or wool bags on hand for discarded and good fleeces. 

Same Day Preparations 

• Your shearer should not have to chase the sheep so pen them up before the shearer arrives. 
• Separate your flock based on whether their fleece is white or natural colored. A hint for cold 

weather shearing is to pen the sheep tightly together with a moveable panel behind them to 
keep the area small. This will keep them warm and keep the lanolin in their wool soft making 
for a better fleece with fewer second cuts. 

• If the sheep are coated, remove coats.  
• Set out all necessary tools and supplies.  
• Keep plenty of drinking water on hand. If the day is long, keep spirits high with breaks for 

coffee and healthy snacks. 
• Inform your shearer whether you will be saving or discarding your fleeces. 
• Make sure everyone knows and understands their job assignments (e.g., moving sheep, 

treating flock, coating, assisting shearer, keeping area clean, gathering fleece to move or throw 
on skirting table, skirting, sorting, bagging, labeling)  
 

 



Shearing 
 

• Work with your shearer. Discuss the routine before getting started. Be willing to compromise 
when it comes to who’s in charge. Keep in mind the shearer often knows what will work best. 

• Animal Welfare – the sheep will be anxious. They are prey animals and will be on the 
defensive. Treat them kindly.  

• Instruct all workers to stay clear of the shearer when working and to watch out for 
rambunctious animals.  

• During shearing, belly wool will be removed first allowing you to collect and keep them 
separate from the main fleeces. Bellies and topknots should be separated out during shearing 
especially in a wool flock. 

• Take the wool off the board once the sheep is sheared, gather, bag or wrap it in a cotton sheet 
and take to the skirting area. 

• Sweep off the board between sheep to keep as much foreign matter out of the wool as 
possible.  Some shearers will appreciate your help bringing sheep to and from the board 
others will prefer to do this themselves. Ask if there is anything you can do to help, it is always 
appreciated. While the shearer is working, don't hold or touch the sheep unless he/she asks for 
help. Never pull the wool. Pulling the wool also pulls the skin up into the comb and cutter. The 
result is a slice of skin. 

Skirting 
 

• Skirting is the process of improving the quality of an individual fleece by the removal of 
defective wool.   Regardless of end use, the goal of skirting is to remove the least amount of 
wool in order to achieve the greatest overall improvement of the fleece. At first glance, it may 
seem difficult to determine what to skirt and what to keep on any given fleece; however, 
skirting quickly becomes second nature and results in a vastly improved fleece and higher 
quality clip.     

 
• Stains, manure tags, skin pieces, top knots, hair, belly wool, crutch, second cuts, heavy 

vegetable matter (VM), and paint brands should all be removed during skirting. 
 

• The best time to skirt a fleece is at shearing time immediately after the fleece has been shorn 
from the animal.  Ideally, the topknot and belly wool have been removed from the fleece on the 
shearing floor and the rest of the intact fleece can be thrown cut side down on a slatted skirting 
table or other large flat surface.  Some second cuts will fall through a slatted skirting table, but 
care should be taken examine the fleece and remove them by hand if necessary.  The neck, 
legs, and rump should be easily identifiable when the fleece is on the table.  Any topknot or 
belly wool not removed on the shearing floor should be removed now.  Keeping in mind the 
following basic guidelines, remove the least amount of wool possible to eliminate the defect in 
the fleece: 

 



o Neck – examine the neck wool for hair.  Hair is a wool contaminant and hairy wool 
should be removed. 

o Back and Crow’s Nest – examine the wool along the back and between the shoulders 
[Crow’s Nest.]  If this fiber is dry, tender or heavily contaminated with VM, it should be 
removed.  

o Britch – examine the britch (rump) area and removed any manure tags, short wool, and 
heavily stained, coarse, or hairy wool.   

o Legs, Sweat Points, and Edges – examine the legs and edges of the fleece for short 
wool, greasy black sweat locks, and areas of high VM contamination.  These defects 
should be removed.  

o Other – examine the fleece for paint brands, matted areas, canary stain, and areas of 
high VM contamination.  These should be removed.  

• This is a good time to check the quality, consistency and strength of the fleece.  
o Test strength by tugging on a lock while holding between two hands.  
o A tender fleece will break easily and the entire fleece will be tender.  
o Locks with stress break will have a noticeable place where there is a change in shape 

or crimp and will break right there.   
 

o Tenderness or breaks in the fleece are caused by stress and include: illness, changes 
in nutrition, poor nutrition, lambing, travel, other animals, etc. A tender fleece should not 
be entered in shows or sold as a handspinner’s fleece. It is fine for felting and stuffing, 
etc. and can be processed for felting or quilting batts or sold at a lower price for that 
purpose. 

 
o To check for consistency, keeping breeds in mind, ask these questions. 

§ Is the staple length the same all over? 
§ Is the crimp consistent or are there obvious differences? 
§ Is the color consistent? (All white except for a yellow area?)  
§ Does the fleece feel the same everywhere or are there softer and coarser areas? 
§ If the fleece is not consistent, you may want to separate and sort according to your 

focus. 
 

• For the wool pool 

o Most importantly, white and colored fleeces must be separated. 
o Basic skirting for the wool pool requires belly, topknot and tags removed and bagged 

separately. 
o When your wool is graded it will be docked for various defects such as not being skirted, 

heavily contaminated with vegetable matter, dirt or manure. 
o A better price can be fetched if you take the steps to prepare and tidy your fleeces as 

they are sheared. 

• For the mill  



o Mill skirting requires all of the above.  
o Most of the foreign matter should be removed specially along the top of the neck, along the 

back and along the edge of the belly. 
 

• For the Handspinner 
 

o Handspinners are your direct customers and require a high level of skirting.  This 
includes all of the above plus special care in removing as much foreign matter 
possible.  Care should be given to consistency.    
 

o You will most likely not be doing this on shearing day so mark the fleeces that have 
potential, roll in a sheet or bag carefully.  

o Take representative samples from each fleece. Label with important information (i.e., 
sheep # or name, weight, age, shearing date, etc.) 

o A good selling point is to also wash, spin and possibly knit small samples. 
 

• For the Blue Ribbon 
 

o If you are preparing your fleece for a show: you definitely do not want to do this on 
shearing day, so mark the fleeces that have potential for showing, and roll or bag 
carefully making sure to label with all important information. 

o The rules are outlined prior to the show.  
o Check the on line websites to see how the fleeces are being judged. 
o Some shows judge for hand spinning fleeces and for these shows you will want to do a 

more thorough skirting, carefully examining the fleece to remove all unwanted 
contaminants and undesirable wool. 

o Some fleece shows are judged for the breed type and will require skirting without 
diminishing the integrity of the fleece. 

 
 Rolling 

• Rolling from the shearing floor is done by tucking the edges of the fleece under and 
simultaneously lifting and rolling the clip toward you. If you are not skirting your fleeces you still 
have a loose ball of wool ready to pack. Rolling is done to keep each fleece distinctive in the 
wool bag. 

• Rolling the fleece on a skirting table is done on the lengthwise direction by folding the fleece in 
thirds (the two sides into the center). Then folding in the neck area and finally rolling from tail to 
neck. 
 

Classing  
 

• Classing is the process of grouping fleeces according to fineness, length, strength, yield, color, 
and style following the American Sheep Industry classing standards.   



• This pre-sorting allows an opportunity for the producer to receive the better price for the lots of 
same type premium wool.  

• Classing is a skill that requires extensive training and knowledge of many aspects of wool 
production, marketing, and processing.     

• Although all producers may benefit from the principles of wool classing, employing a certified 
wool classer at shearing time may not be practical for most small producers.   

 
Bagging and Labeling 

• Bag your skirtings separate from your main fleeces. 

• Bag different types of sheep wool separately. 
• If you are combining fleece, be sure to keep similar wool together and label. 
• Label the outside of the wool bag.  
• Mark  

o Type and color  
o Name or number of animal. 
o Shearing date. 
o Weight of fleece. 

• Keep a copy of all records. 
• You may also want to keep record of waste. 

 
Storage 

• Ideally, fleece should be stored in a dry place away from sun and extreme heat. 
• DO NOT USE POLYPROYLENE GRAIN BAGS! This causes contamination of the fleece with 

fibers that cannot take a dye, and will result in price discounts.  
• Use cardboard boxes, large paper lawn bags, paper grain bags or wrap in bed sheets.  
• Fleece stored in plastic bags for any length of time will need a way to “breathe” and be kept out 

of sunlight and away from temperature extremes.  Plastic wool bags come with pre-punched 
holes. 

Close of Shearing Day 

Shearing day requires a lot planning and hard work. When the job is done, everyone deserves a pat 
on the back and a big thank you. A manger full of hay and plenty of water are a liberation celebration 
for the sheep. For everyone else: fleece for fiber friends, payment for the shearer and non-fiber help, 
and perhaps time around the kitchen table together to enjoy a delicious meal. Whatever your focus, 
all those bags of wool are your reward for a well-organized day. 

The Day After 

• You now have clean sheep – no fleece, no contamination, no wool break.  



• Should you choose, this is the perfect time to take steps to improve next years’ clip.  
• Consider: 

o Nutrition – Quality feed equals quality fleece. 
o Pasture – Eradicate/reduce burrs, seeds, brambles, baling twine, barbwire, etc.  
o Feeders – Feeder design can have a huge impact on contamination. With a little research 

you will find good options to buy or build. 
o Bedding – Use clean straw or hay. Never shavings. 
o  Coating – Keeps fleece freer from dust and contamination and reduces sun bleaching and 
tippiness. Time, cost and repairs are considerations. 
 

• Clean sheep will result in better quality wool and a much happier shearer. 
 
 
 
 

Resources 
 
Timing: “When Should My Sheep Be Sheared?”, Jim McRae. 
Shearing Day, Everyone Wins When Planning Smoothes the Job, Lois Winn and Chris Durrill. 
Wool Handling Manual, American Sheep Industry Association 
 

Thanks to members of the Vermont Sheep and Goat Association  
for sharing their expertise. 
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